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• Homework
• Ability Grouping
• Phonics versus Whole 

Language
• Charter Schools
• Retention
• One-to-One Laptops
• Class Size
• Flipped Classrooms
• Socioeconomic Status (SES)
• Parent Involvement
• Personalized Learning
• Problem-Based Learning



Explain

I can explain what 
works best in 
teaching and 
learning. 

List

I can list the 
characteristics of an 
assessment-capable 
visible learner.

Identify

I can identify key 
findings from the 
science of learning.





Meta-Analysis



Effect sizes help us understand 
our impact in terms of growth.



Thermometer of Influence

Effect Size Scale

“Cool Down” 
Learning

“Heat Up” 
Learning

Average Effect Size

ES = 0.42

Robustness Index



2,103
132,389
353,076

350+
427,546,505

meta-analyses
studies
effects
influences
students



<-0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.10.3
Retention

# meta = 10, # studies = 339, est, # people = 50,694, # effects = 4,456, se = 0.04

-0.24R = 5



<-0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.10.3
Boredom

# meta = 4, # studies = 89, est, # people = 51,128, # effects = 139, se = 0.13

-0.46R = 3



Acquiring Surface Knowledge: Outlining and Summarizing

R = 5 0.63



The quality of teaching is the most 
important controllable factor that 

impacts student learning.

(Rickards, Hattie, & Reid, 2021, p. 11)



Effect sizes point us towards influences that 
have the potential to impact student learning.



This potential must then be converted into 
true impact through effective 

implementation.



R = 1 1.20

Jigsaw Strategy

Cooperative Learning Strategy





Put the who before the do!



“I know 
where I am 
going.”



“I have tools for the journey.”



“I monitor my 
progress.”



“I recognize when I am ready for 
what is next.”



“I know what to do next.”



We do not pay attention to things that are not interesting.



Motivation ignites learning, but motivation alone is not enough.



We remember what we 
encode.





R = 3 0.55

Imagery









We must retrieve to 
remember.



Outlining and Summarizing

R = 5 0.63







Symbolism in Long Way Down
1 My notes What Mia said           2

3  

What Alex said

4  

What Leo said

5
Independent
Summary





Concept Mapping

R = 5 0.62







Learning is hard and takes time.



Elaborative Interrogation

R = 3 0.59









Effective feedback is 
needed for effective 
teaching and learning.



Feedback

R = 4 0.51



Practice Testing

R = 5 0.49





Every student deserves a 
great teacher, not by 

chance, but by design.



§Can I explain what works 
best in teaching and 
learning?

§Can I list the characteristics 
of an assessment-capable 
visible learner?

§Can I identify key findings 
from the science of learning?


